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Abstract

Ionizing radiation is known to potentially interfere with cellular functions at all levels. Cell death
and late effects such as malignant tumors may result. These stem from permanent damage to
cellular DNA, which may lead to malignant transformation of the affected cells. Most such studies
have used relatively high values of an absorbed dose, D, above about 0.3 Gy. After acute
exposures of humans to between 0.3 and 2 Gy, the risk of cancer in the exposed individuals seems
proportional to tissue D. For the purpose of radiation protection, this proportionality is assumed
to extend down to zero D. This assumption defines the linear-no-threshold, LNT, hypothesis.

In addition to DNA damage, altered intracellular signaling results from acute exposure to cell
doses below about 0.3 Gy, and involves radiation-induced reactive oxygen species, ROS. In
consequence, different mechanisms of protection against DNA lesions may be induced and last
from hours to weeks in different cell types. Damage to DNA is continuously and cndogenously
produced mainly by ROS generated in a normal oxidative metabolism. This DNA damage
quantitatively exceeds that caused by low-dose irradiation by several orders of magnitude. Thus,
the prptecfive responses following acute low-dose irradiation may be presumed to mainly prevent
and reduce endogenously caused DNA damage.
"•"'" i $ • ' • ? .

Protective responses are physiological and ubiquitous, albeit differently expressed in various cell
types and species. Only in few cases has the induction of such responses been studied that occur
after acute low-dose irradiation. Their incidence has been described to be nonlinear, increasing
initially with D, beginning to decrease with D when D exceeds about 0.1-0.2 Gy, and eventually
disappearing at higher D.

Accordingly, the model described here uses two dose-effect functions, one linear for causing and
one nonlinear for reducing DNA damage in the irradiated cells and tissues. The resulting net dose-
risk function strongly suggests that the incidence of cancer against dose in the irradiated tissues is
much less likely to be linear than to exhibit a threshold, or even to fall below the spontaneous
incidence, when D to cells is below about 0.2 Gy. These data, however incomplete, support a
reexamination of the validity of the LET hypothesis.

Introduction

This report examines the origin of tissue effects that may follow from different cellular responses
to low-dose irradiation, using published data. Two principal categories of cellular responses are
considered. One response category relates to the probability of radiation-induced DNA damage.
The other category consists of low-dose induced metabolic changes that induce mechanisms of
DNA damage mitigation, which do not operate at high levels of exposure. Modeled in this way,
tissue is treated as a complex adaptive system. The interaction of the various cellular responses
results in a net tissue dose-effect relation that is likely to deviate from linearity in the low-dose
region. This suggests that the LNT hypothesis should be reexamined.
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This paper aims at demonstrating tissue effects as an expression of cellular responses, both
damaging and defensive, in relation to the energy deposited in cell mass, by use of
microdosimetric concepts. By defining both dose and effect on the cellular level, the relative risk
from low doses of radiation can be assessed more fiindamentally than is presently the case. This
approach also outlines a conceptual framework for further development and experimental testing
so that assessment of risks from DNA damage may be improved. A prime example is cancer in
tissues exposed to low and very low doses of ionizing radiation, where epidemiological studies
alone are inadequate because of statistical limitations.

To properly develop the chosen approach, the dose to the cell mass is explained first in regard to
acute and protracted exposure. Then, the various types of responses of irradiated cells are shortly
reviewed including those after high and low dose irradiation also with reference to the DNA
damage sustained from a normal cellular metabolism. In consequence, the probability of the
various cellular responses is defined and summarily used to express tissue risk such as cancer.

Absorbed Dose in Tissue and its Cells

The absorption of penetrating ionizing radiation in matter results in the deposition of discrete
amounts of energy from particle tracks that arise stochastically throughout the exposed matter
(ICRU 1983). For any exposure, the energy deposited by a single track in a defined spherical mass
of microscopic dimension, here called micromass, is an event with magnitude conventionally
described by the term specific energy, Zj, the mean value of which is denoted by z~j. The relevant
micromass is here taken to be 1 ng and represents one average cell volume of spherical shape
(Feinendegen et al. 1994). The cell must be viewed as a living whole with its structural and
functional components interacting through signaling networks cooperating in cascades of
complexity. The averaging of the tissue micromass over all cell types follows the practice used in
calculations for radiation protection. The single energy deposition event in the micromass is called
a hit, and the incidence of such hits is denoted by NH. The value of Zj as defined by the micromass
has been called the hit size, cell dose, or microdose, and z 1 denotes its mean value. The present
paper uses the term microdose. The cell-dose is made up of microdoses.

The ratio of the number of hits of all sizes, NH, to the number of exposed micromasses, N,,
multiplied by the microdose z"lt is equal to D:

D = F r N H / N e . (1)

Since F t remains constant for a given type of radiation, only NJ/NJ increases in proportion to D.
Per unit D from different types of radiation, z t and NH /Ne are inversely related to each other.

Dose Rate in Tissues Means Repetitive Doses to Cells

According to equation 1, during exposure to a defined radiation field the dose rate D per unit time
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tis:

D/ t=F 1 - (N I /N e ) - ( l / t )

or D/t = zx /(t • N / N H ) . (2)

The denominator (t * NJ/NH) expresses the average time interval between two consecutive hits per
exposed micromass (Feinendegen et al. 1988). This time interval gives the time available for the
cell to express its acute biochemical responses without any effects from a later hit. Here, only
such acute or protracted exposures are considered, where (t • NJ/NJJ) is sufficiently long for acute
responses and repair to be caused only by instantaneous hits.

DNA damage from normal metabolism

DNA damage in mammalian tissues has a steady state. It may come from erroneous base-pairing
during DNA replication, from thermal instability, environmental toxins, but appears to be mainly
caused by endogenous oxidant by-products of normal metabolism, i.e., by reactive oxygen species
(ROS). Tens of thousands oxidative DNA adducts have been reported to be present in mammalian
cells at anyone time (Ames et al. 1995; Beckman et al. 1997; Helbrock et al. 1998), of which in
human cells more than ten thousand adducts turn over per day (Helbrock et al. 1998). Many of
the DNA adducts are repaired with halftimes ranging from about 9 to 60 minutes (Jaruga et al.
1996). Even if some radiation-induced DNA damage is qualitatively distinct (Ward 1988), its
difference to endogenous DNA damage is presently little understood. Nevertheless, the incidence
of endogenous DNA damage in every cell per day is probably several orders of magnitude higher
than comparable DNA damage caused by normal background radiation bringing per day just 1
microdose event in only about 1 out of 300 cells (Feinendegen et al. 1995; Pollycove et al. 1998).

A correlation appears to exist between the extent of endogenously caused DNA damage and the
incidence of cancer or degenerative diseases (Cleaver 1968; Wei et al. 1993; Lohman et al. 1995;
Ames et al. 1995). In normal human individuals, endogenously produced DNA damage is largely
controlled by elaborate defense and repair mechanisms, that also operate after irradiation (Alberts
et al. 1989; Wallace 1988; Wei et al. 1993; Lohman et al. 1995; Jaruga et al. 1996; see abstracts:
Rad.Res.Soc. 1998). For the present discussion, the probability of a spontaneous malignant
transformation arising from endogenous DNA damage throughout the life span of a potentially
carcinogenic stem cell causing a tumor in the exposed individual is here denoted by p^,. This
value is in the order of 10'11 (Feinendegen et al. 1995).

Responses of cells at low doses

Acute exposure to low and high doses of ionizing radiation often affects exposed cells and tissues
in a qualitatively similar manner. Relevant studies have usually employed absorbed tissue doses



that cause cell-doses well above about 0.3 Gy (see abstracts: Rad.Res.Soc. 1998). The
measurement of DNA damage from cell-doses lower than about 0.3 Gy is increasingly
confounded by the fraction of endogenously produced DNA damage. Indeed, the probability of a
malignant transformation of a potentially carcinogenic stem cell causing a tumor in humans, p ^
per microdose from low LET radiation is exceedingly small, in the order of 10"14 (Feinendegen et
al. 1991).

On the other hand, cell-doses of less than 0.2 Gy of low LET radiation have been readily
observed in mammalian cells to slowly induce acute and reversible changes in metabolism and
function (Sugahara et al. 1992; UNSCEAR 1994; Academie des Sciences 1995). An early report
showed that even single microdoses to mouse bone marrow cells in vivo cause a delayed and
temporary reduction in the rate of incorporation of the thymidine analog S-iodo-2-deoxyuridine
into DNA (Zamboglou et al. 1981). In single cell microorganisms in a growth medium,
background radiation proved to stimulate growth (Planel 1965, 1992). The low dose responses
have been regarded as physiological reactions of cells to background radiation (Planel 1965;
Feinendegen et al. 1983) and were then shown to potentially adapt and protect cells against
renewed irradiation (Olivieri et al. 1984).

Adaptive responses are understood to be such cellular reactions which, for some period of time,
tend to prevent both causation and accumulation of damage from renewed exposure to the same
or a similarly operating toxic agent. If induced by low-dose irradiation, these reactions appear to
involve cellular oxygen stress and the radical detoxification system. Oxidative stress responses
are likely ubiquitous but differently expressed in various cell types and species. Responses to low-
doses of low LET radiation have so far been identified only in some cells and tissues.

Low-dose induced temporary stimulation of detoxification of ROS protects cellular constituents
(Feinendegen et al. 1984, 1987, 1988; Laval 1988; Hohn-El-Karim et al. 1990); this expresses
prevention of damage. Repair of DNA appears to be involved in the low-dose induced reduction
of chromosomal aberrations (Olivieri et al. 1984; Wolff et al. 1988; Wolff 1996; Dcushima et al.
1996), of somatic mutations (Rigaud et al. 1993) and of cell transformation (Azzam et al. 1996).
Low-dose induced DNA repair was indeed demonstrated with an ultrasensitive assay for in vivo
DNA damage that occurs both endogenously and after irradiation (Le et al. 1998). The various
mechanisms of protection may be directly or indirectly linked with the control of cell cycle check
points (Boothman et al. 1996; Tubiana 1996). Low-dose induced elimination of damage from
tissues may operate through apoptosis (kondo 1993; Shu-Zheng et al. 1996), cell killing (Joiner
et al. 1996), and stimulation of immune competence (Makinodan 1992; Anderson et al. 1992).
The proven effect of intercellular communication in causing DNA damage (Nagasawa et al. 1992;
Emerit et al. 1995) suggests that adaptive responses may even be initiated by extracellular factors
as well.

The case of ROS detoxification

An quantitative relation between dose and degree of adaptive response has been developed
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regarding the radiation-induced detoxification of ROS and the coupled reaction of
thymidinekinase in murine bone marrow cells after acute exposure of the whole body to low LET
radiation giving cell-doses even below 0.01 Gy. This response developed slowly with a delay of
some 30 minutes, reached a maximum at 4 hours and then disappeared by about 10 hours after
irradiation (Zamboglou et al. 1981; Feinendegen et al. 1984). The concentration of reduced
glutathione increased in synchrony with the time course of enzyme inhibition; vice versa, an
increase in cellular free glutathione caused enzyme inhibition (Feinendegen et al. 1987, 1988,
1995; Hohn-El-Karim et al. 1990).

Thus, low-dose irradiation induces an alteration in intracellular signaling causing a temporary
inhibition of at least one vitally important enzyme for DNA synthesis, as a consequence of a
temporarily increased ROS detoxification. Similar results in rodents, involving superoxide-
dismutase (SOD) as well and checking for the degree of membrane oxidation, have been reported
from various laboratories (Misonoh et al. 1992; Yamaoka et al. 1992).

Cell protection at low doses disappearing at high doses

When the low-dose irradiated mice were 4 hours later again challenged with the same dose, the
initially inhibited thymidinekinase in bone marrow cells rapidly converted to normal activity
(Feinendegen et al. 1988).The effectiveness of this reversion of enzyme inhibition by a renewed
low-dose irradiation declined when the second dose rose above about 0.1 to 0.2 Gy and fully
disappeared above 0.5 Gy (Feinendegen et al. 1995). This inverse dose response function
describes an initial activation and then a suppression of the ROS detoxification system and
expresses a kinetic component of cellular oxygen stress response.

An inverse dose-response function also appeared in human lymphocytes. Chromosomal
aberrations in human lymphocytes in vitro first declined significantly after single acute low doses
of low LET radiation before a dose dependent increase was seen above 0.05 Gy (Pohl-Rueling et
al 1983). Moreover, acute low LET irradiation at doses below but not above about 0.2 Gy
conditioned human lymphocytes in vitro to become protected against high-dose induced
chromosomal aberrations; this protective effect lasted from 4 to about 60 hours after conditioning
low-dose irradiation (Wolff et al. 1988; Shadley et al. 1987,1989,1992; Wolff 1996). Another
example of an inverse dose response function was reported for apoptosis in mouse thymocytes; at
24 hours after exposure, the incidence of apoptosis was significantly reduced at doses below
about 0.2 Gy and only rose with higher doses in a seemingly linear fashion (Shu-Zheng et al.
1996). Various immune responses in rodents showed first a rise with low doses and a decline with
doses exceeding about 0.2 Gy (Anderson et al. 1992; Makinodan 1992). An inverse dose
response function also applies to the data reported for various radioresistant cell lines; they
showed an increased sensitivity to being killed only at low doses with a maximum at about 0.2-
0.3 Gy after which radioresistance took over (Joiner et al. 1996). Also, the expression of the c-
jun gene in tissue culture cells responded to low but not high LET radiation in the low-dose range
(Woloschack et al. 1992). It is justified to suggest that the various system responses that are
confined to low cell-doses are related to radiation-induced signaling at least partly involving



oxygen stress (Laval 1988).

The common denominator of these low-dose effect data appears to be a cellular reaction that is
confined to low cell-doses with a maximum at about 0.2 Gy and that temporarily induces
mechanisms of protection against causation and accumulation of DNA damage that arises mainly
from endogenous sources. This reaction also triggers a temporary protection against DNA
damage that is caused by high cell-doses when these are given several hours after low-dose
exposure. High doses do not initiate this temporary protection.

Indeed, the protective responses so far known to be induced by low but not to operate after high
doses of radiation appear to belong to a DNA damage control system that differs from the cellular
DNA repair responses usually observed after high cell-doses of either low or high LET radiation
(Kleczkowska et al. 1996). The latter responses may be regarded as more robust, belonging to a
higher order cascade of reactions to acute DNA damage than the more subtle adaptive responses
which apparently collapse or are consumed as damaging events in cells increase; also, stress
responses restricted to low doses apparently condition the expression of repair genes when
challenged at high doses. Repair mechanisms usually seen after high doses lose effectiveness with
increasing doses that eventually fully jeopardize cellular integrity (Academie des Sciences 1995).

Probability of Cellular Responses

1) Malignant transformation

In this discussion, the probability per average microdose event, or hit, for malignant
transformation of a potentially carcinogenic cell leading to a lethal tumor is assigned the term p^ .
It can only be estimated from effects seen at high doses. For example, acute high-dose exposure
induces human leukemia proportionally to dose; at this high dose, p ^ is estimated to be
approximately 10*14 per average hit from low LET radiation in human hemopoietic stem cells
(Feinendegen 1991,1995). This value has been obtained using the number of hemopoietic stem
cells in humans and the risk coefficient of leukemia in the case of the atom bomb survivors, and
converting tissue dose to microdoses. This p ^ is a net probability with consideration of protective
mechanisms that operate at high doses. Interestingly, p ^ for cell transformation in tissue culture is
about 10'5 and thus many orders of magnitude higher than for cells in tissue (Hall et al. 1985).
Cellular sensitivity and defense mechanisms in culture are obviously different from those in tissue.

The value of p^,,, as defined above, is taken to be an average constant per microdose event, i.e.,
per N!^Ne at low-dose exposure to low LET radiation. If an enhancement of p ^ were to result
from an increase in Nj/Ne, for instance by way of genetic instability, the probability of
enhancement per Ni/N,. would then be p ^ . It is not known wether p ^ occurs a at cell-doses
below about 0.2 Gy. It may be independent of Nj/Ne but likely larger than p ^ and the product
PindPenh n^y De a constant at low doses. However, in vivo genetic instability causes an increased
rate of somatic mutations in the descendent cell population. These mutated cells are likely to
initiate tissue responses leading to their elimination. Otherwise, background radiation hitting on



average each cell in the body once per year alone would eventually produce mutated cells
outnumbering normally functioning cells. Indeed, genetic instability may be considered as a kind
of adaptive response of a last resort preventing damaged cells from accumulating in tissues. The
value of p ^ is here taken to be neglibly small at low doses.

The probability of spontaneous malignant transformation, p ^ , in the human hemopoietic stem cell
with a lethal outcome is approximately 10"" during the cell population's life span (Feinendegen et
al. 1995). This value has been estimated from the average incidence of spontaneously occurring
leukemia in industrialized countries and the number of hemopoietic stem cells in humans.

2) DNA damage protection

For reasons discussed above, the various types of protective mechanisms against DNA damage
must have evolved in cells and tissues to operate mainly against endogenous DNA damage. The
contribution of the various types of mechanisms to an overall physiological DNA damage control
capability is not known. Since at least some of them are obviously stimulated by low-dose
irradiation, they need to be considered in risk assessment. In order to put these various
mechanisms into perspective for further studies, their incidence after irradiation is estimated here
in terms of a cumulative probability of protection per average hit, p^t (Feinendegen et al. 1995,
1996).

In contrast to the extremely low value of p ^ the individual components of the cumulative
probability of protection, p , ^ can be easily measured in vivo and in vitro in various mammalian
cell systems at low doses, as described above. This probability, therefore, appears to be much
larger than p ^ . Also, in contrast to p ^ the value of y^ has been shown to decline with NH, when
D exceeds about 0.1 to 0.2 Gy of low LET radiation. To account for this dependency, p ^ is here
denoted

3) Connecting the various probabilities of cell responses

Regardless of the mechanisms involved the p-values appear variable with the species, cell type,
and microdose. In order to connect p ^ and p ^ with each other, both need to relate to the same
radiation quality ana be applied to the same cells. Also, the fraction of potentially carcinogenic
stem cells in a tissue is taken to be constant. Thirdly, because of p , ^ being transient one
malignant transformation and its subsequent tumor development in the exposed tissue may be
offset either by having a potentially carcinogenic stem cell and its progeny experience a protective
response repeatedly and often, or by letting a large number of such cells in the exposed tissue be
protected simultaneously.
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An Approach to Estimating Cancer Risk from Cellular Responses

In earlier papers, it was proposed that the risk of cancer from low doses of ionizing radiation
could be expressed as the cumulative probabilities of various cellular responses to microdose
events (Feinendegen 1991, Feinendegen et al. 1995, 1996). It can be postulated that the risk of
cancer (R) in an irradiated tissue is proportional to the ratio of the number of malignantly
transformed cells, Nq, in that tissue to the number of exposed micromasses, Ne.

Taking the conventionally used macroscopic dose-risk function for organs and tissues following
low dose or dose rate exposure is

(3)

and substituting for R the ratio Nq /Ne and for D using equation (1) (D = z x

multiplying each side by Ne the following equation

(4)

gives the transformation of the conventionally used dose-risk function on the cellular level into a
hit-number-effectiveness function (Bond et al. 1995).

While z~i is a constant for a given radiation quality and thus determined physically, the
proportionality constant a expresses the biological response of the irradiated system. On the cell
level, however, a is a composite of various probabilities affecting cells in the exposed tissue, as
defined above:

Pspo = spontaneous malignant transformation,

Pmd = radiation-induced malignant transformation per average hit,

= enhancement of p ^ per average hit,

Pprot(D) = protection against accumulation of damage to DNA in tissue, i.e., against
p ^ and p ^ , per average hit.

The cumulative probability of DNA damage leading to cancer induction per average hit can be
written as:

Nq = [pad + PindPenh - Pprot^p^ - P p J D ^ - P p ^ C D ^ e J • NH (5)

Combining equations (3), (4) and (5) and solving for R:

R = [Pmd 0 + P«h) " Ppro«(D)(Pspo+ Pind + fc*P«J](D£> (6)



From the above, the value of a = Nq /(NH • z , ) , equation (4), can not remain constant with changing
D in all reported situations in which the value of Pp^CD) declines with increasing D while p ^
remains constant.

As discussed above, suppose that p ^ for hemopoietic stem cells is about 10"14 for human leukemia
and the corresponding p,^ is about 1O'U, and that p ^ i s taken to be zero at low D of low LET
radiation. For p^CD) about 10"3, the value of the positive term p ^ (1 + p ^ in equation (6)
would then remain offset over a certain range of low D by the negative term Pp^d^^ ,^ + p ^ +

m this equation. If such were the case, a threshold for R would appear to exist, or with
larger than 10'3, R would even become negative. Indeed, as discussed above, components of

tCD) representing potential reduction of carcinogenesis have been readily measured at low D in
various cell systems, while p^ is not easily measurable. Without statistically significant changes in
Nq after exposure of mammalian populations to low LET radiation below 0.2 Gy, it is impossible
to determine whether detrimental or beneficial effects occur. However, several epidemiological
and experimental data rather support the existence of a threshold or even beneficial (hormetic)
effects at low-dose low LET radiation (Sugahara et al. 1992; UNSCEAR 1994; Academie des
Sciences 1995).

Figure 1 summarizes the model. The dashed line shows the increase of cancer (M) above
background due to radiation if there were no protective mechanisms. The background line (Bkgd)
shows the spontaneous cancer incidence, most of which is due to DNA damage resulting from
normal cellular metabolism. The light solid line indicates the effect of the damage control
response, which is mainly on the background cancer incidence. The heavy solid line shows the
combined effects of cancer induction and prevention, the net dose-risk function. The shaded
region represents the possible reduction of a cancer incidence due to protective effects which have
been termed "radiation hormesis." The "threshold" shown for observable radiation-induced
cancer, 0.2 Gy, complies with various epidemiological data.

Concerning the term a for high LET radiation, the relatively high values of 2^ may be ineffective
with regard to p^CD) in the hit cells. However, p ^ , p * , , ^ and p ^ may be offset by p^tJP), if
protective mechanisms are initiated in non-hit cells by intercellular signal substances and specific
clastogenic factors stemming from irradiated cells. Such intercellular stimuli must be considered to
affect non-hit cells in both ways, inducing damage and signaling for protection in terms of
adaptive responses. It needs to be seen to what degree adaptive responses are initiated in
multicellular systems exposed to very low D of high LET radiation.

Conclusion

The approach outlined in this presentation, however incomplete, suggests that the linear-no-
threshold hypothesis needs to be reexamined. More generally, the presented model offers a
conceptual framework for investigating the probability of late effects in terms of the different
cellular responses occurring at low doses, where epidemiological analyses are severely limited by
the need for large populations.
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Figure Legend

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the combined effects of low dose irradiation in causing and
protecting against cancer (see text for details).
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